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Malaysia: Banking

High-Quality Third-Party Data Outperforms  
On All Metrics

CASE  STUDY    DATA MARKETPLACE BUYERS 

One of the world’s largest and most influential banks,
headquartered in Asia, sought to drive qualified leads 
for its credit card in the Malaysian market. The client 
saw a spike in online shopping during the global 
pandemic, in particular for household goods and 
groceries. Their analysis revealed that those consumers 
who show interest in grocery, OTC medicines, and 
household supplies are likely to use a credit card for 
home delivery. The bank’s strategy was to reach those 
consumers with a high propensity for online shopping 
who were also interested in applying for a credit card.

CLIENT

Global bank uses Lotame Data 
Exchange (LDX) to drive more 
qualified leads.

RESULTS
• Best CPL & highest post-view 

conversions
• More new visits to site (94%)
• Most assisted leads with the best 

Cost Per Assisted Lead (CPAL)

CHALLENGE
Drive incremental qualified leads of 
those in-market for a new credit card

LDX segments, advanced demographics, 
in-market credit card seekers & current 
credit card holders

LOTAME SOLUTIONS
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RESULTS
The global banking brand ran its credit card prospecting campaign in Q2 amidst the global pandemic and 
stay-at-home orders. Lotame outperformed the three other data providers on all metrics.

Waste was top of mind for the client as their past 
campaign learnings showed high click-through rates 
but a lack of qualified leads. With efficiency and 
effectiveness as core to their goals, the client chose 
Lotame for its high-quality data solutions and superior 
customer service. Lotame provided three categories of 
audiences:

In addition, Lotame scrubbed its audiences using the 
client’s blocklist of those that didn’t qualify for its credit 
card so only qualified users would be targeted. The 
client used Lotame segments overlapped with those 
in-market to purchase household supplies in order to 
create a super segment for targeting.

1. Advanced demographics, comprised of 
declared HHI, marital status, and those  
in-market to buy a house or rent 

2. Declared shopping data from credit card 
companies and offline stores 

3. Those in market to buy household products 
such as toilet paper, cooking supplies, etc.

• Best CPL among prospecting segments 

• Most post-click conversions and at a lower cost 

• 94% of traffic driven to site was new, more than any other segment 

• Most assisted leads with the best CPAL

SOLUTION:

Want similar results for your business? 
Get in touch: info@lotame.com
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